
various  translations  of

3 pictures of dogs on my phone\
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The Dog Hunter, also known as a person who has never owned a dog 
but always wanted one, has this obsession of taking pictures of literally 
every dog that he meets.

This publication features various translations of the 3 pictures, based on 
the The Dog Hunter's previous bestseller "to alL the dogs i hAve ever meT 
- 26 piCtures on my pHone", inviting you to view his work from different 
perspectives.

Information selected and translated by The Dog Hunter himself.
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original



inanimate objects



a picture of 
a family (a 
couple & a dog) 
wearing the 
same red striped 
shirt, including 
the dog in the 
trolly, who's also 
wearing some 
trippy sunglasses 
googles.

a picture of a lady in a 
fashionable all black leather 
outfit with sunglasses  on, 
standing, holding her chihuahua 
in the park, her facial expression 
dramatic and almost annoyed, 
her mouth opened like an O, as 
if shouting to the dog because it 
was trying to run away from her.

a picture, 
seemingly 
a selfie, of 
a young 
maltese in 
front  a young 
asian guy, 
both looking 
directly into 
the camera.

texual description



i remember seeing this 
family  when i went 
to a n amusement 
park in taiwan back 
in december. i  was 
amzazed by not only 
the fact that they were 
all  wearing the same 
outfit but that the dog 
was taken care of so 
meticulously that even 
his facial expression 
looked like a spoiled 
human baby. 

i took this picture when i was doing 
an on-going project documenting 
dogs and their owners. when the 
woman agreed to be photographed 
she picked her dog up from the 
ground. the dog suprisingly didn't 
seem to want to do what the lady 
said as it bounzed around like a 
boiling shrimp.

last summer i 
visited my friend 
in california. 
one of the many 
things i miss 
the most was 
spending time 
with their dog 
and pretending 
it was mine.

memories



similar photos on my phone



dotted



similar images when googled



possible related search when googled

dog catches something:
Dog Catches Something, HD 
Png Download - 640x481 
PNG - DLF.PT

fun:
Definition of Fun by 
Merriam-Webster1 
: someone 
or something 
that provides 
amusement or 
enjoyment They 
were fun to play 
with. 2 : a good 
time We had a lot 
of fun.

mal-shi:
Mal-Shih, also 
known as MalShih, 
Malt-tzu, Maltzu, 
and Malti-zu, are 
a type of designer 
dog resulting from 
a cross between a 
purebred Maltese 
and a purebred 
Shih Tzu.



pixelated



colour palatte



gray scale



dog's vision



bas-reliefed



image rgb curves



https://drive.
google.com/
filed/1vbbpz
qoVIadxu70
WAVakpjae
S_mKJ7V/vie
w?usp=shari
ngview?usp=
sharing

h t t p s : / / d r i v e . g o o g l e .
com/f i le/d/1ZwETKu38_-
Xs2JCtrovm0HB0b5Wtqzgo/
v i e w ? u s p = s h a r i n g

html
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